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Abstract—Programs using service-oriented architecture (SOA) often feature ultra-late binding among components. These components have well-defined interfaces and are known as web services. Messages between every pair of web services dually conform to the output interface of a sender and the input interface of a receiver. Unit testing of web services should not only test the logic of web services, but also assure the correctness of the web services during input, manipulation, and output of messages. There is, however, little software testing research in this area. In this paper, we study the unit testing problem to assure components written in orchestration languages, WS-BPEL in particular. We report an empirical study of the effectiveness of the Frankl-Weyuker data flow testing criteria (particularly the all-uses criterion) on WS-BPEL subject programs. Our study shows that conventional data flow testing criteria can be much less effective in revealing faults in interface artifacts (WSDL documents) and message manipulations (XPath queries) than revealing faults in BPEL artifacts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Programs using service-orientation as the architectural style often feature ultra-late binding among components. These components, known as web services, have well-defined interfaces to specify their input and output ports and their semi-structured messages to be passed. For instance, messages between every pair of web services dually conform to the output interface of one web service and the input interface of the other. Thus, unit testing of web services should not only test the logic of web services, but also assure the correctness of the web services with respect to the input, manipulation, and output of messages.

Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [26] is an orchestration language that coordinates web services from the perspective of individual web services. A typical application written in WS-BPEL usually comprises BPEL code, WSDL documents, and Web Services. Testing the correctness of WS-BPEL applications should, therefore, address the integration complexity arising from the presence of heterogeneous kinds of artifacts.

We propose to consider the functional testing of WS-BPEL applications at three levels, namely the BPEL level, the WSDL level, and the Web Service level. The BPEL level considers BPEL code only. This level is concerned with the correctness of the business logic specified in a process (written in BPEL). Many existing techniques, including process modeling and verification [21], test case generation [9][29], and exception handling [4], indeed focus on this level. The second level is the WSDL level. A WSDL document specifies the interface of a service. This interface specification supplies the syntactic quantifications of the semi-structured messages (such as in XML). An incorrect WSDL specification may result in integration failures. At this level, testing should consider both BPEL code and WSDL documents (as well as other semi-structured design-time artifacts). A few techniques such as unit testing criteria [19] have been proposed. At the Web Service level [23], the integration between BPEL code and web services should be taken into account. Techniques such as analysis [7][8] and testing of service composition [1] can be considered at this level.

What kinds of artifacts can traditional testing techniques be applied effectively to reveal failures in them? Knowing the answer to this question helps researchers propose new testing techniques. It also helps practitioners understand how well the conventional testing techniques that they may have mastered can be applied effectively to testing WS-BPEL applications at different levels.

Mei et al. [19] observe that XPath is important in testing the integration of BPEL code, WSDL documents, and Web Services. XPath Query (or XPath for short) [28] is a query language designed to express or retrieve data in XML format (that is, data stored in XML documents). In a WS-BPEL application, XPath is chiefly responsible for retrieving data from XML messages or BPEL variables [14]. Each XML message has its document model, such as a Document Type Definition (DTD), to govern its structure.
Depending on the structures of different XML messages, an XPath may retrieve different data sets and then update BPEL variables or enable an activity transition, thus modifying the dynamic state of the program execution. Many existing techniques, such as [7][8], simplify an XPath as an atomic functional operation. Almost all existing techniques [9][15] have not addressed the impact of XPath on the testing of service-oriented programs.

In this paper, we report an empirical study of the effectiveness of applying the Frankl-Weyuker data flow testing criteria [6] to service-oriented programs. In particular, we study the all-uses criterion in detail because, on average, it tends to be more effective than other coverage criteria and testing techniques. For instance, many previous studies such as [6][11] have compared the all-uses criterion more favorably than other structural testing criteria and random testing. Furthermore, mutation testing can be more comprehensive than data flow testing but incurs much more cost. Taking these into account, therefore, if the all-uses criterion turns out to be ineffective in revealing faults in a particular kind of artifact, our findings will also cast doubt on whether other rivaling techniques can be effective.

The main contribution of the paper is twofold: (i) We report the first empirical study of the effectiveness of the all-uses criterion at the WSDL level. (ii) The experimental results show that, on average, the all-uses criterion is more effective in revealing faults on BPEL code than revealing faults in WSDL or XPath artifacts. This difference in effectiveness is noticeable and may indicate that faults in non-executable artifacts are harder to be detected than executable counterparts if we apply conventional structural testing techniques. It provides empirical evidence on the need to develop new techniques that should also consider non-executable artifacts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the technical preliminaries in testing WS-BPEL programs, and revisits the all-uses criterion. Section III presents the experiment and analyzes the experiment data. Section IV reviews related work. We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces the key constructs of WS-BPEL, shows a motivating example, and revisits the Frankl-Weyuker data flow testing concepts.

A. WS-BPEL

A WS-BPEL program consists of three components, namely BPEL, XPath, and Web Services (defined by WSDL). We review each of them in this section.

1) BPEL

BPEL is a combination of two languages: the Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) of IBM and XLANG of Microsoft. In general, BPEL is a language to compose web services.

In conventional testing techniques (such as [7]), BPEL can be represented as a control flow graph (CFG), and we adopt their approaches to construct the CFG nodes and edges in our model. For illustration purpose, Table I shows sample BPEL code and the corresponding translation into CFG notation. Based on the CFG, one can then apply conventional CFG-based testing approaches (such as [6]) to test WS-BPEL programs.

A brief description according to the BPEL specification [26] is as follows: The <flow> construct specifies one or more activities to be performed concurrently. The <sequence> construct defines a collection of activities to be performed sequentially. The <invoke> construct allows the business process to invoke a service in a one-way or in a request-and-response operation using a “portType” offered by a partner. The <assign> construct updates the values of variables with new data. The <receive> construct allows the business process to wait for a matching message to arrive. Finally, the <variable> construct declares a variable. The full description can be found in [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Translation from BPEL to CFG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BPEL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample Code</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example in CFG Notation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;assign&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;copy&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;from variable=&quot;...&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;to variable=&quot;...&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/copy&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/assign&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zipOnly.zipCode = XQ(Exp, l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;receive ... operation=&quot;...&quot; variable=&quot;...&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;invoke name=&quot;...&quot; partnerLink=&quot;...&quot; portType=&quot;...&quot; operation=&quot;...&quot; inputVariable=&quot;...&quot; outputVariable=&quot;...&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zipInformation = City2geo(city)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;sequence&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;...act1...&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;...act2...&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/sequence&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;flow&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[&lt;condition1&gt; seq1&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[&lt;condition2&gt; seq2 seq3&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/flow&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;variables&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;variable name=&quot;...&quot; messageType=&quot;...&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/variables&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) **XPath.**

In WS-BPEL programs, an XPath [28] specification is used as both the query language and expression language. In this paper, we focus on the use of XPath by BPEL to retrieve data from XML messages when invoking web services and receiving their responses. The structure of an XML message is defined by a WSDL specification.

Referring to [10][20], we present a fragment of XPath syntax to show how to manipulate XML messages via XPath. In the fragment, ‘*’ denotes a label wildcard, and ‘.’ denotes the current node. The constructs ‘/’ and ‘//’ mean child and descendant navigations, respectively, while ‘[ ]’ denotes a predicate. An **XPath expression** is defined with the following grammar [20]:

\[
q \rightarrow n | * | q / q | q // q | q[q]
\]

As explained in [20], the following fragment specifies a representative part of XPath syntax and is sufficient to be used for research on XPath:

\[
n(x) = \{ y \ | (x, y) \in EDGES(t), LABEL(y) = n \}
\]

\[
*(x) = \{ y \ | (x, y) \in EDGES(t) \}
\]

\[
.(x) = \{ x \}
\]

\[
(q_1/q_2,k)(x) = \{ z \ | y \in q_1(x), (y, u) \in EDGES(t), z \in q_2(u) \}
\]

\[
q_1[q_2](x) = \{ y \ | y \in q_1(x), q_2(y) \neq \emptyset \}
\]

We list the fragment to help readers understand the motivating example in Section II-B. Owing to space limit, we will not explain the details.

3) **Web Services.**

Web Services is a kind of service-oriented architecture implementation that is both platform- and language-independent, and is accessible via standardized protocols. In WS-BPEL applications, they are invoked by BPEL similarly to external subroutine calls by traditional programs. In this paper, we are concerned about testing of messages returned by web services. We treat web services simply as invocations of external functions.

**B. Motivating Example**

We use an example adapted from the Apache WSIF project [27] to illustrate the testing challenges on a WS-BPEL application. The complete source code can be found in [3].

The motivating example is a Digital Subscriber Line service application that offers DSL query services. Let us discuss the DSL availability check service **isServiceAvailable.** This web service takes a user name as input, looks up the user address from the address book, then retrieves the corresponding zip information based on the given city name. The web service further verifies the given city name with the city name in the zip information, and finally determines whether the DSL service of the city is available.

The code excerpt consists of three parts: the BPEL process **isServiceAvailable** defined in **dslservice.bpel**, the web service **City2Geo** defined in **city2geo.wsdl**, and the schema of user address defined in **dslservice.wsdl**. **City2Geo** takes a city name as an input and returns the corresponding geographical information (including the zip). Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the annotated sample code extracted from these files to facilitate discussions.

---

**Figure 1. Example code in dslservice.bpel.**
**BPEL Code.** Figure 1 shows a BPEL code fragment. Part 1 defines the variable `zipInformation`. Part 2 defines a partner link named `City2Geo`. Part 3 shows a process that consists of two subparts. First, Part 3A defines two local variables `userName` and `userAddress`. Then, Part 3B shows a web service invocation. Web service `AddressBookLookup` is invoked, using `userName` as input and `userAddress` as output. Part 3B further queries the name of the city from the `address` part of the `userAddress` variable using XPath `/city/`, and assigns the query result to the variable `city`. The assignment is followed by the invocation of a web service `City2GeoService` using `city` as input and `zipInformation` as the variable to receive the output from the web service. Further verification is carried out to check the consistency between the city name in `userAddress` and that in `zipInformation`.

**Fault Handling:**

- **XPath1:** `//*[local-name()='City']`
- **XPath2:** `//city/`
- **XPath3:** `//zip/`

**XQ(Variable, XPathExp):** XPath Query with input variable and XPath expression

**WS(Variable):** Web Service invocation with input variable

Figure 2. CFG for IsServiceAvailable.

---

**Figure 3. Example code in city2geo.wsdl.**

```xml
<portType name="City2GeoSoap">
  <operation name="GetLatLong">
    <input message="s0:GetLatLongSoapIn" />
    <output message="s0:GetLatLongSoapOut" />
  </operation>
</portType>
```

**Figure 4. Example code in dslservice.wsdl.**

```xml
<message name="GetLatLongSoapOut">
  <part name="parameters" element="s0:GetLatLongResponse"/>
</message>
```

```xml
<s:element name="GetLatLongResponse">
  <s:complexType>
    <s:sequence>
      <s:element name="GetLatLongResult" type="s0:LatLongReturn" />
    </s:sequence>
  </s:complexType>
</s:element>
```

```xml
<s:complexType name="LatLongReturn">
  <s:sequence>
    <s:element name="City" type="s:string" />
    <s:element name="StateAbbrev" type="s:string" />
    <s:element name="ZipCode" type="s:string" />
    <s:element name="County" type="s:string" />
    <s:element name="FromLongitude" type="s:decimal" />
    <s:element name="ToLongitude" type="s:decimal" />
  </s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
```

Figure 5. Example code in dslservice.wsdl.

---

**Authorized licensed use limited to: The University of Hong Kong Libraries. Downloaded on July 29,2010 at 06:46:21 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.**
Part 4 extracts the zip code from the address and keeps it in the variable \texttt{zipOnly.zipCode}. The code also invokes the web service \texttt{ServiceAvailability} to check whether the DSL service of the zip code is availability.

**WSDL Documents.** Figure 2 shows the WSDL content for the web service \texttt{City2Geo}, in which Parts 5, 6, 7, and 8 define a port type, a message type, a definition for the method \texttt{GetLatLongResponse}, and the type of the return data, respectively. Figure 3 shows the document model of the XML message of the DSL service, in which Part 9 defines the schema for type \texttt{address}.

Based on Table 1, we can translate a BPEL program (e.g., lines 1 to 40 in Figure 1) into a CFG (e.g., Figure 2). In Figure 2, \texttt{N}_i is a CFG node representing a BPEL statement. (Owing to the page limit, we do not list all the source code in Figure 1 for the CFG in Figure 2.)

For instance, \texttt{N}_i models the statements on lines 16 and 20. Similarly, \texttt{N}_2 models the state on lines 20 to 23. The edge \texttt{(N}_1, \texttt{N}_2\rangle models the state transition from \texttt{N}_1 to \texttt{N}_2 as coded. The state transitions on lines 24 to 27 are defined by two edges, namely \texttt{(N}_2, \texttt{N}_3\rangle and \texttt{(N}_2, \texttt{N}_4\rangle, representing whether the error transition condition (line 24) is satisfied. Other nodes and edges can be interpreted in the same way.

**Fault.** A program fault occurs in Part 3B (on lines 24 to 27) and an illustration of the fault is as follows: Different cities may share the same name. For example, there are two cities known as HuangShan in Anhui, China. For ease of discussion, we refer to these two cities as HuangShan\_A and HuangShan\_B. When one uses the WS-BPEL application targeting to look for the zip code of HuangShan\_A by inputting the city name “HuangShan”, it may return the zip code of HuangShan\_B instead. This is because the web service \texttt{City2Geo} may return a message containing these two cities, and yet the XPath in the BPEL code may select only one of them and assign it to the variable \texttt{zipOnly.zipCode}.

A quality application may provide a city list for users to pick the target city [19]. However, given the above motivating example, and without revealing a relevant failure, identifying the fault is hard in the first place.

**C. Frankl-Weyuker Data Flow Testing**

In this section, we revisit the definitions in [6] for the concepts related to conventional data flow testing.

Let \(n, m_1, \ldots , m_n\) be nodes in a CFG. A path \(\langle n, m_1, \ldots , m_n, n' \rangle\) is said to be \texttt{def-clear} with respect to the variable \(x\) when none of \(m_1, \ldots , m_n\) defines \(x\). A \texttt{def-use association} is a triple \((x, n_d, n_u)\) such that the variable \(x\) is defined at node \(n_d\) and used in node \(n_u\), and there is a \texttt{def-clear} path with respect to \(x\) from \(n_d\) to \(n_u\). We refer readers to [6] for more details.

Based on the CFG in Figure 2, one can compute the test requirements of the \texttt{all-uses} criterion [6]. A test suite is said to satisfy the \texttt{all-uses} criterion if and only if the test suite executes every \texttt{def-use} association of the program unit at least once.

III. **EMPIRICAL STUDY**

This section reports our empirical study that evaluates the effectiveness of applying the Frankl-Weyuker data flow testing criteria to WS-BPEL programs. We have explained in Section 1 why the \texttt{all-uses} criterion has specifically been chosen for experimentation.

**A. Experimental Setup**

In the experiment, we use 8 open-source WS-BPEL programs that are publicly available on the Internet [2], namely atm [3], buybook [22], disservice [3], gymlocker [3], loanapproval [3], marketplace [3], purchase [3], and TripHandling [3]. For instance, loanapproval and buybook are used in the sample projects to introduce WS-BPEL programs by IBM and Oracle, respectively. These programs have also been frequently used in previous WS-BPEL research.

To create faulty versions, we invited developers, who are non-authors and have experience in developing service-oriented applications, to seed faults to create multiple single-fault versions of each WS-BPEL application. We did not impose any restriction to the developers on the nature of faults injected. In total, 60 faults were injected in these subject applications.

We developed a prototype tool to randomly generate a test pool of 1000 test cases for each application. We adopted the following process to generate a test suite for the all-uses criterion: For each target version of an application, the tool randomly selects a test case from the appropriate test pool and executes it on the target version. The tool adds the test case to the test suite under construction only if this test case increases the coverage (with respect to the all-uses criterion) [6][12][15] of the test suite. After a number of tryouts, we set the process to terminate if either 100\% coverage of the criterion had been attained, or an upper bound of 200 trials had been reached.

The tool used the outputs of test case executions on the original programs as test oracles. In other words, for each test case, it compared the output of a faulty version with that of the original program to tell whether a failure has been detected.

We repeated the test suite construction process 100 times to obtain 100 test suites for each benchmark application. We executed the experiment on Dell GX260, Pentium 4 CPU 2.26 GHz, 512 M RAM.

To collect various statistics information for evaluation, we developed a simple WS-BPEL simulation engine for WS-BPEL programs. The simulator was designed to test WS-BPEL programs and to meet the BPEL specification requirements in executing the subject programs. We referred to the basis path testing approach [31] to implement our simulation engine.

Finally, WS-BPEL programs may, in general, have internal concurrency, and their data associations among data flow entities are different from the sequential counterparts when programs are executed concurrently [30]. In the ex-
experiment, we applied the notion of forced deterministic testing for concurrent programs [12] to conduct the evaluation.

B. Data Analysis

We present the empirical results in this section. We first summarize the coverage percentage of all-uses associations for each benchmark program in Table 2. The table shows the minimal, average, and maximal coverage that can be achieved by the 100 test suites on each program. We observe that, on average, these test suites achieve high coverage.

Table 2. Test suite coverage statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>atm</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buybook</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dlservice</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gymlocker</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loanapproval</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketplace</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triphanding</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further analyze the fault-detection capability of the testing criterion. We partition the 60 faults into three categories (in-BPEL, in-XPATH, and in-WSDL) according to the types of artifacts that the individual faults reside. There are 21 faults in BPEL programs, 21 faults on XPath Query, and 18 faults in WSDL documents, respectively. The fault-detection rate [11] of a test suite for a category of faults is defined by $X/Y$, where $X$ is the number of faults detected by the test suite and $Y$ is the total number of faults in the category.

Hutchins et al. [11] have concluded that a test set with full def-use coverage (100%) is much more valuable than that with lower def-use coverage (such as 90% or 95%). Therefore, we follow [11] to use the full all-uses coverage (100%) test sets to examine their fault-detection rates. The results are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Fault-detection rates by categories (on test suites with 100% all-uses coverage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fault-Detection Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-BPEL</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-XPath</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-WSDL</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the all-uses criterion has a much higher fault-detection rate in revealing failures due to the faults on the BPEL artifacts than revealing those in either the XPath or WSDL artifacts when using test sets with 100% all-uses coverage. The former is better than the latter two by 18% and 23%, respectively. As the all-uses criterion is generally considered to be effective, the results show that the performance difference on detecting different categories of faults is huge. It shows that data flow testing criteria that covers BPEL code without considering other artifacts is not highly effective in detecting failures owing to the presence of faults in the latter kinds of artifacts.

C. Threats to Validity

This section discusses the threats to validity of the experiment.

We use a set of open-source programs as subjects. This enables us to access the source code for applying data flow testing. On the other hand, the number of subject programs and their sizes are not large. In the future, we will gain more insights by finding larger subject programs to study how the fault-detection effectiveness of testing criteria may vary with the increase of program size.

We also observe from Table 2 that the maximum coverage achieved by some test suites may not reach 100%. As explained in Section III-A, we use 200 trials as the upper bound for adding more test cases to the test suite under construction. This parametric value (200) is chosen after several tryouts during initial experimentation. We observe that the overall average coverage is already high. Therefore, we do not further increase the number of trials. However, the results of fault-detection rates are likely to change when higher coverage can be achieved. At this stage, we do not have effective means to construct such test cases. In the future, we should study the effect of different levels of coverage.

In addition, in this paper, we are mainly concerned with three categories of faults, namely BPEL faults, XPath faults, and WSDL faults. Other faults such as web service faults have not been studied in the experiment. We thus assume flawless messages (related to interactions with other web services) in the experiment. Also, the CFG model and the execution of WS-BPEL are based on the perspective of sequential programs, so that we use forced deterministic testing to execute programs. The use of other execution models may change the experimental results. In the future, we should investigate how the relaxation of the above assumptions may affect the testing of WS-BPEL applications.

IV. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the literature related to the testing of WS-BPEL programs.

First, we review the research related to WS-BPEL in general. WS-BPEL is an area with active research studies. Such research studies can be grouped briefly into several interesting subareas, including WS-BPEL modeling and verification, interoperability analysis between BPEL programs and web services, and WS-BPEL test case generation.

The subarea of WS-BPEL modeling and verification has been studied by many researchers. Take the work of Mongiello et al. [21] as an example. They propose to use formal methods to construct a model and formalize the correctness properties about the reliability of business process design methods. Since WS-BPEL programs are
often too complex to be formalized adequately, a lot of research just focuses on the finite state machine (FSM) of the WS-BPEL specification. However, such techniques may be ineffective in revealing faults related to the WSDL and XPath artifacts. Our experiment verifies this point.

The modeling of service composition has been studied in [5][7]. They analyze the interactions between BPEL programs and web services using WS-BPEL as the specification. Analysis tools such as WSAT [25] have been developed to conduct formal analysis of web services. For instance, Mandell and McIlraith [18] propose a bottom-up analysis approach that describes the interactions among web services. However, they have not studied XPath and WSDL documents.

The selection of test cases for WS-BPEL programs is another valuable research area for testing WS-BPEL programs. Some researchers (such as Garcia-Fanjul et al. [9]) treat a WS-BPEL program as a finite state machine and use mutation analysis to generate faulty versions. In [9], they check each mutated program against a given temporal property using SPIN, and transform the counterexample (containing violations of the property) thus generated to specify test cases. Some researchers consider the testing of the concurrency aspect of WS-BPEL programs [29]. They model WS-BPEL as a set of concurrent finite state machines, and use a heuristic approach to conduct reachability analysis to find concurrent paths for the set of FSMs, and use such concurrent paths as test cases.

In the rest of this section, we review related data flow testing research. Souter and Pollack [24] propose a way to construct contextual def-use associations, in which each definition and use of an object is associated with contexts. The effect of environment information in pervasive context-aware software is studied in [16]. They take the environment information relevant to an application program as contexts, and then propose context-aware data flow associations and testing criteria. Their approach is verified in an experiment on an RFID-based location sensing software. In this paper, we study the capability of conventional data flow testing (particularly the all-uses criterion) in testing service-oriented business (WS-BPEL) applications.

A family of test adequacy criteria that are used to assess the quality of test suites for database-driven applications is proposed by [13]. Their test adequacy criteria also cover data associations between database-driven applications and the environment (that is, the database). However, unlike our approach in constructing a CFG to parse the domain structure, they do not consider how to parse a query in their database domain model.

Other related work on test adequacy problems has been reviewed in [16][32]. In particular, Lu et al. [17] studies how to test programs when its contexts may be affected by connected services. Mei et al. [19] presents a new data structure to quantify XPath and new testing criteria to assure WS-BPEL programs. The effectiveness of conventional data flow testing criteria has not been reported.

V. CONCLUSION

In service-oriented testing, many existing proposals conjecture that conventional techniques are ineffective and aim to develop new ones. There is, however, little empirical evidence in the literature to show that existing techniques are indeed ineffective.

In this paper, we report an empirical study of how well the Frankl-Weyuker data flow testing criteria (particularly the all-uses criterion) reveal the presence of faults in service-oriented implementations. We use a set of WS-BPEL programs to evaluate the all-uses criterion at the WSDL level, which considers both BPEL code and WSDL artifacts. Our experiment finds that the all-uses criterion is noticeably less effective in revealing the faults in XPath and WSDL artifacts than revealing those in BPEL code. This preliminary evidence provides a solid justification to develop new techniques to assure service-oriented applications. More generally, our experiment indicates that testing techniques that are developed on top of executable artifacts may be ineffective in revealing the faults in non-executable artifacts in general applications.

For future work, we plan to study the test case generation problem for WS-BPEL applications. We also plan to study the relationship between the level of coverage and the fault-detection rate for such applications.
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